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Abstract— Network optimization and continued availability 

depend on a number of capabilities that are part of network 

management. The Maintenance, operating and also offering a 

safeguarded interaction network is very complicated. It calls for 

the network operators to grapple with low-level vendor 

particular arrangements to execute the high degree network 

policies which are complicated. A method for monitoring 

networks with OpenFlow controller is presented in this paper in 

two separate functions for the same networks. Bandwidth 

utilization, Meter values, charts and statistics are provided by 

the method to extend controller monitoring capabilities. The 

method architecture and implementation will be introduced in 

order to present the feature set. Additionally, softswitches are 

used as a switch and Mininet to evaluate a virtualized network. 

This analysis shows whether Meters or ports value is better for 

network management. 

Keywords— SDN, Network Management, Traffic 

engineering, Control Plane, and openflow. 

Introduction 

SDN involves separating the data plane from the control 
plane. Flow tables keep forwarding rules associated with 
forwarding rules stored on data plane devices (switches and 
routers). Each device's flow table is managed by the control 
plane, which runs on a different device. Device configuration 
can be done dynamically, and a global network view can be 
obtained. A new network pattern seeks to remedy the flaws of 
the existing network infrastructures by removing the vertical 
integration paradigm. Despite being managed by a centralized 
logical controller inside a network operating system, it as well 
separates network control logic apart from routers and 
switches, as illustrated in Figure 1 which shows how the SDN 
architecture integrates the control logic from the forwarding 
hardware and enables simpler decision-making, middlebox 
consolidation, and the consolidation of new additional 
functionality. The relationships between the data planes 
described by solid lines and the controlling plane's ties by red 
lines [1]. Actual, centralized management layers will enable a 
more adaptable and effective strategy. The ideal example of 
OpenFlow will segregate the power and data planes via an 
application programming interface (API) between the SDN 
controller and switches [2]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. compares SDN and conventional networking designs [3]. 

Software-defined networking is one of the most 
extensively studied fields due to the rapidly expanding market 
and adherence to end-to-end communication protocols. It is a 
networking model that incorporates a variety of abilities and 
resolves the problems with previous networking models. A 
centralized controller is integrated into the software defined 
network to separate network intelligence and packet swapping 
hardware. Then, using Free Flow protocols installed at 
switches, this controller acts as the major controller or the 
primary brain in charge of determining routing. This method, 
for which the intelligent network layer is referred to as the 
control layer, can be regarded as one of the advantageous 
methods [4]. For a variety of reasons, the data layer and 
control layer are separated [5]. This model offers excellent 
consistency and permits increased network abstraction, 
simpler network management, and innovation potential [2], 
allowing the controller—an external body—to be presented as 
the control layer [6]. The data plane remains in packet 
forwarding components called switches [7]. The packet-
forwarding switches still contain the data plane. The controller 
and networking elements (switches) are coordinated using the 
free flow protocol. As information is transported from 
networking elements and gathered in the outer controller, the 
switch cost reduces. Since the central controller is fully 
knowledgeable about the network, managing and using it is 
simple [8]. No matter what network infrastructure is used to 
connect devices from different manufacturers, the SDN 



architecture enables uniform administration of the data route 
components. All intelligence is combined under unified 
management, which also maintains a network-wide 
understanding of the components and relationships that bind 
the data path's components. The Network Operating System 
(NOS) is excellent for network management (NM) tasks due 
to this centralized, modern viewpoint [9]. 

An SDN-based intra-domain routing and resource 
management model is presented in this study. A pre-
established multi path (PMP) allows scalable network 
management by virtualizing the underlying network. Paths 
between ingress-egress pairs are predefined. Routing does not 
take core switches into account along the paths. According to 
these paths, the controller manages intradomain routing and 
resources. 

I. RELATED WORK 

A couple of the relevant studies mentioned in this part are 
used as references in [10] [11] [12] presented four network 
management and control dimensions. They are data, decision, 
dissemination, and discovery. In our study, we have applied 
this basic way of looking at network administration and 
control. In the reference [13]has emphasized the necessity of 
independence in managing networks for next-generation 
networks. These pieces of work served as our point of 
reference for future study into the application of independence 
and the necessity of dynamic and automatic actions for 
software defined networks. T. Feng et. al. [14] presented a 
method of dynamic traffic isolation using the principles of 
software defined networking. This study has established a 
software defined networking expectation area from network 
management systems. A software-defined networking-
oriented architecture has been suggested for network 
operating systems by J. Mueller et. al. [15], that processes 
packets, manages open devices, and understands network state 
cognitively. This study has been cited in order to comprehend 
the future directions of research in the extending fields of 
network management and operating systems. A new method 
for traffic engineering in software defined networking was 
suggested by [16]. This work was cited by us in order to 
comprehend how network management may dynamically 
adjust to altering network configuration behavior. [17] had 
explored employing high level language for network 
configuration, activating a network for rapid alters, and 
offering network visualization while debugging network 
problems. We now have a better understanding of what to 
expect from software defined networking management thanks 
to this study. The literature contains a number of routing and 
resource management focused SDN and non-SDN based 
works. In order to handle tunnels in MPLS networks, a server-
based paradigm has been developed by [18]. In this system, 
the server has access to network-wide data. The crucial and 
shared linkages between the ingress-egress couple are 
determined. A weighted graph where the expense of vital 
linkages being high is built and continually updated. To 
achieve improved QoS, routing across Label Switching Paths 
(LSPs) that utilize crucial links is avoided. Through load 
balancing between several channels linking ingress-egress 
couple, intended to prevent path congestion in MPLS 
networks. There are various ideas for centralized management 
of traffic engineering [19]. Data centers can balance data 
traffic using the flow scheduling technique called Hedera. It 
catches oversized flows during the time and the global first fit 
algorithm searches for appropriate routes on the tree. There is 

signaling overhead because controllers must add new rules to 
the switches along the pathways. A distributed architecture for 
enterprise networks is called DIFANE [20]. The most 
important network performance metrics are bandwidth usage, 
network latency, packet loss rates and throughput rates. Van 
Adrichem et al. [21] Suggests using the OpenNetMon network 
monitoring module, which develops a number of techniques 
for measuring network performance parameters. The 
OpenNetMon can continuously track network delays, 
throughput, and packet loss rates. In response to messages the 
SDN controller receives, FlowSense creates a monitoring 
module for the controller that can assess dynamic alters in 
network flows. For instance, after receiving a FlowRemoved 
message for a specific flow, the controller divides the 
statistical values of the flow by the size of the associated flow 
to get the flow's throughput rate [22]. 

II. OPENFLOW 

With OpenFlow, software switches contain two parts: a 
data plane and a control plane. Classical networking devices 
have a forwarding plane (data plane) and a routing plane 
which works like a control plane. Controlling different devices 
is a skill that network administrators must learn. There are 
several companies that sell those devices, and every company 
has its own rules. There is a lot of difficulty and inconvenience 
involved. The OpenFlow protocol gives network 
administrators a new way to manage their networks. Routing 
rules are controlled by the controller, and packet forwarding 
is handled by the hardware. 

III. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING 

Managing networks aims to increase network performance 
and maintain network availability. Improved quality of service 
can be achieved by scheduling network traffic appropriately. 
With SDN, traffic can be scheduled between sources and 
destinations via multiple paths. 

Through real-time traffic analysis, traffic prediction, and 
routing design, Traffic Engineering (TE) plays a critical role 
in optimization of network performance [23]. 

A SDN can be used to manage traffic flows, provide fault 
tolerance, update topologies, analyze and characterize traffic, 
which are divided into the following sections in Figure 2. In 
the control and data planes, flow management addresses 
traffic overhead issues. It refers to the ability of a network 
component (such as a controller, switch, or link) to recover 
quickly from a fault [24]. 

 

Fig. 2. Traffic engineering activities [24] 



In general, IP-based TE solves the problem of multipath 
traffic load balance by optimizing the IP routing algorithm to 
avoid network congestion [25]. For example, in the reference 
[26] propose a neighborhood search algorithm, which is based 
on link weights of Open Short Path First (OSPF) to adjust the 
routing calculation strategy, and finally get multiple 
equivalent shortest paths to achieve traffic load balance. Chen 
et al. [27] Develop a multipath planning approach for IoT 
multimedia sensing.  

IV. MEASURING IN SDN 

In legacy networks, each measurement approach needs a 
detachment of hardware installation or software setup. This 
makes using the approach a time-consuming and costly task. 
OpenFlow networks, on the other hand, offer the required 
interfaces to execute the majority of the conventional 
measurement techniques at a cheaper cost and with more 
efficiency [28]. The OpenFlow protocol provides two types of 
messages that are used for collecting statistics for this work 
[29]. A statistics request message and statistics reply message 
make up the two OpenFlow messages. A message asking for 
the switch's current ports and flow statistics is known as a 
statistics request message sent from the controller to the 
switch. The switch's response to the controller's request is the 
message known as the statistics reply message. Network 
measurements are frequently made at the network or 
application plane [30]. Measurements of the application plane 
are intended to measure the effectiveness of the application. 
Infrastructure forwarding elements are intended to be used in 
network plane measurements (such as routers and switches) 
[31]. The purpose of this work is to gather accurate data on 
network traffic that may be utilized to confirm any changes in 
network performance that may occur. 

V. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION MODULES FOR 

MANAGEMENT 

To manage an SDN network, collecting traffic statistics is 
helpful. Our idea is aimed to extract specific types of statistics 
from the generated traffic in the network. Based on Dijkstra 
Algorithm which we changed from shortest path to the widest 
path, we have created two separated Modules in Floodlight 
controller and it is specially designed to collect different 
statistics from switches, Java programming and eclipse is used 
for developed modules based on floodlight controller which is 
created by Java. The design and the implementation of this 
module are described in the next two paragraphs. 

A. Design 

Since OpenFlow is designed to store flow entries in the 
switch flow tables, the switch flow tables are then able to 
forward flow entries to their destinations based on the 
instructions that are received from the OpenFlow controller. 
Switch flow tables have a number of entries, one of which is 
counters. It is important to note that the counters entry 
contains both packet counters and byte counters. These two 
counters in SDN are used to store all the packets and bytes 
received during the course of the protocol. Our modules are 
designed to extract the actual numbers stored in these two 
counters and find bandwidth in every 10 seconds. To compare 
with other solutions, we used the same time slot. 

B. Implementation 

In order to create the presented design, Java programming 
language is used. The reason behind using Java is that 
Floodlight controller is Java-based. In both modules, statistics 
collecting functions are implemented on floodlight controller 
in order to query the packet and byte counters periodically. 
The numbers amassed in those counters, in addition to the 
variety of flows, might be displayed at the CLI in a brief length 
of time. The interval time between each appearance and the 
next for the statistics is ten seconds. The collected statistics is 
imported to an excel sheet and it’s used to analyze traffic to 
show in-depth detail. This list shows the type of protocol used 
to generate the traffic, source IP address, destination IP 
address and some extra information about segmenting. 
Mainly, this Floodlight controller module is implemented to 
measure two different types of traffic statistics. The first one 
is to find bandwidth in each port, the second one is to find 
statistics from switches directly. Those modules are collecting 
statistics provided by OpenFlow request such us: 

• STATISTICS REQUEST: A controller sends a 
message to a switch asking for its current statistics on 
flows, ports, etc. 

• STATISTICS REPLY: Responds to a request 
message sent by the controller from the switch. 

This process uses the application layer in SDN. This 
module can also be used to measure TCP and ICMP requests 
that use the network layer. As such, our Floodlight controller 
modules can be thought of as multifunctional pieces of 
equipment. 

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

Mininet can be used to implement SDN-capable network 
topologies. A Linux kernel can run end-hosts, switches, 
routers, and application code on a realistic virtual network 
created with Mininet [32]. In seconds, Mininet can launch 
switches, controllers, and hosts via a virtual machine called 
Mininet VM. As part of our SDN environment, we create our 
custom topology using MiniEdit. This experiment uses four 
end-hosts, four ofsoftswitch [33] and a Floodlight [34] 
controller as shown in Figure 3.a. 

 

a. Network with four switches 



 

b. Network with fifteen switches 

Fig. 3. Topologies 

The experiment used Floodlight as a network controller for 
OpenFlow and for our test environments we used the Iperf 
[35]tool to manage traffic with 5Mb from first host to last host 
or in the second scenario we manage a 5MB traffic from first 
which linked to first switch to second host which linked with 
switch fifteen. With the introduction of SDN, many 
controllers have been developed [1]. However, floodlight is a 
popular controller. With Floodlight, OpenFlow switches can 
be used both physically and virtually, depending on the 
configuration you choose. It is Java-based and based on the 
Beacon controller implementation developed at Stanford 
University. Since the floodlight controller imported to a Java 
application such as Eclipse, then our Modules are 
implemented and run the controller, then the topology is 
creating as a custom topology because our SDN network is 
connected complexly, and controller works by directly 
connecting the OpenFlow switch to the network to receive 
instructions or modifications. Messages 
OFPT_STATS_REQUEST and OFPT_STATS_REPLY are 
used to read state messages in SDN structures [36]. Datapaths 
can be queried about their current state using 
OFPT_STATS_REQUEST messages, while switches 
respond with OFPT_STATS_REPLY messages. Specifying 
the type of information in a request message or response 
determines what the body field means. 

With OpenFlow, switch statistics can be obtained at the 
port level in SDN. The OpenFlow switch generates the 
"OFPortStatsReply" message in response to an 
"OFPortStatsRequest" message. It is possible to collect more 
information about packets generated in a network by using 
these two messages. It can either request statistics on a specific 
port, if the port_no field contains the port number, or for all 
ports, if the port_no field contains "OFPP_ANY". When the 
controller queries the ports iteratively, it receives updates to 
the statistics counters which contain numbers of packets and 
bytes for each port used. The statistics of the ports can provide 
more information about both the send and receive states, such 
as errors, collisions, dropped packets and dropped bytes, 
which can be used to calculate the path loss rate [37]. Numbers 
of received packets, transmitted packets, received bytes, and 
transmitted bytes are included in the reply body [38]. 
Furthermore, we started our work by managing traffic with 
5Mb to the whole network hosts, and our module could collect 
the port statistics from each switch in the network and we 
found Bandwidth in each link via the Port Statistic in each 10 
seconds as presented in figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Port Statistics from switches. 

The second way to manage or control an SDN network is 
finding another statistic from a new functionality which works 
with OpenFlow version 1.3 or higher protocols. The function 
is Meter stats which we implemented to our controller to get 
Meter Table values and find the whole information which 
included in Meter Table such as packet_count, byte_count, 
meterId, flow_count, packet_in_count, byte_in_count and 
duration. The packet_count and byte_count is up to meters and 
the packet_in_count and byte_in_count is turned out for Flow 
because meters are working with Flow and before getting the 
Meter values, we made flows for the whole links with switch 
otherwise the value shown as zero. The collected statistic from 
Meters value is shown in Figure 5.  

 

Fig. 5. Meter Statistics from switches. 

Based on Dijkstra both Port and Meter values are helping 
us to manage or control the network, for example at figure 4 
at the second 30, third switch has lowest bandwidth so the 
Dijkstra uses this switch to send the packets through and we 
can see at second 40 the same switch has higher bandwidth, 
but in figure 5 the controller has meter values so it can manage 
the network better than based on port values, because we can 
see that controller getting values of each switch then it is 
deciding which path should be use, and in both figure (4 and 
5) we can see that the values sometimes is bigger than traffic, 
it is because the controller has background traffic and sending 
messages in each 10 seconds to make sure of the network, at 
the same time there is no guarantee to make a real  traffic as 
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shown in virtuality and we can see that background traffic was 
not affected on meters as affected with ports. 

We performed the same actions on topology B in figure 3 
and obtained the same results as topology A in the same 
figure. We did not show the results in this paper because they 
were a little complicated and hard to understand. We used 
fifteen switches and if we wanted to get the statistics of each 
of the switches, the result of this work would be a graph with 
fifteen lines that were very close to each other. 

CONCLUSION 

A new implementation for measuring traffic in software-
defined networks has been presented in this paper. It is a 
concise list of the most important statistics in the network 
(packets and bytes). Our modules have the capability to 
measure UDP traffic which is generated by the Iperf tool, and 
we could get two separate values from Port and Meter, after 
calculating and finding the bandwidth and the packet routing 
path, we obtained that managing an SDN network by choosing 
the meter value is better than managing by port statistics. It is 
important to view what Wireshark displays to ensure our 
module can measure traffic generated by different protocols 
simultaneously. 
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